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The i.portance of the steady-state contactor

does not lie in its ability to analyze mass transfer

alone, but rather in the analysis of mass transfer

coupled with chemical reaction. While only straiht

mass transfer was examined in the flow contactor of

this study, further analysis is Possible, involvin

chemical reaction as well.
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A. Introduction

The theory of interphase mass transfer has received

considerable attention from many authors. For this

reason, the terminology varies widely. As a matter of

preference, the following section, which reviews the

basic developments in mass transfer, will use the

terms defined in the text, Fundamentals of 7omentum,

Heat, and '_ass Transfer2.

While much of the theory developed could be gener-

alized to describe many different systems, it is felt

that, for a better understanding of this study, all

theoretical developments should be in terms of two

immiscible liquids and a component which is transferred

between the two liquid phases. The subscripts W and 0

will be used to differentiate between the licuid

-chases, referring to the water and the organic licuid,

respectively.

B. Factors Affecting Internhase Hass Transfer

in any study of interphase mass transfer, the one

basic relationship that describes the process has the

flux of a given component proportional to its concen-

tration driving force. This relation will hold



regardless of the mechanism of mass transport. As an

ecuation, the relationship takes the following form:

= kPc

where T is the flux of component A across an inter-

facial area [71oles of A transferred/(interfacial area)

(time)] , Dc is the concentration driving force for A,

and k is a proportionality constant.

Although not entirely obvious at first, another

concept, that of ecuilibrium, affects mass transfer.

All systems strive to reach ecuilibrium where the net

flux of a component is zero. This suggests that when

a system is to be used for mass transfer studies,

an ecuilibrium relation must be established. A linear

distribution curve is the simplest equilibrium relation;

however, real systems are rarely linear over large

ranges. In fact, as will be shown later in this text,

the system chosen for this study is nonlinear.

Other factors that affect mass transfer are flow

characteristics and the physical properties of the com-

ponents involved. This study was conducted with a

modified Lewis cell, where both liquid phases are in

turbulent motion. Immediately, this indicates a

convective transport mechanism. The turbulent charac-

teristics of this type of cell have been investigated

by several Peop-la;=
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C. Tndividu2.1 7ransfer coefficients

In order to continue the development of interphase

mass transfer theory, some assumptions are necessary.

Whitman5 postulated a two-film resistance theory, which

in essence stated the following:

1) All resistance to mass transfer occurs

in the two licuid phases (no resistane

at the interface),

2) Ecuilibrium exists between the two

licuids at the interface.

With these assumptions, and considering only a steady-

state condition, individual mass transfer relations

can be defined for each phase by

= 1'7

=
k0

(^

(c03

CVT )

coi)

(1)

(2)

The -oroPortionality constants k, and k0 are referred

to as convective mass transfer coefficients [moles of A

transferred/(interfacial area)(time)(Lc units of concen-

tration)] . Since we are describing two well-mixed

phases, the subscript 3 indicates the bulk, or averaze

concentration of A. The subscript i denotes the concen-

tration of A at the interface for a particular phase.



Since any A lost by one phase must be 7ained by

the other phase, it follows:

'his assumes that the transfer is occurrine: from the

watr to the or7anic phase. Fearran7inc_--. the ecuation,

one obtains

- C.

The above relation is shown on an ecuilibriun curve

in Firmre 1

It is extremely difficult to measure the interfacial

concentrations , so the above flux ecuations can't

be verified by experimental methods. Note, however,

that a cualitative understandinF7 can be obtained by

the slope of line 07, when it is known that one phase

controls the transfer process (one resistance dominates).

D. Overall Hass Transfer Coefficients

in order to experimentally measure mass transfer

coefficients it is necessary to redefine the coefficients

in terms of an overall driving force, &Tivinz

7 - (a - a,*)
!r.7
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whe-e 11.] is the overall mass transfer coefficient

with respect to the overall water concentration driving

force, and c,,* is the water rhase concentration in

ecuilibrium with the bulk orcanic concentration.

the flux can also be redefined in terms of an overall

ormanic concentration driving force, thus

00
(c

0
* - c0)

7i7ure 2 shows how all these values are interrelated,

If a linear ecuilibriur relation exists, then

cwi = mon

= mc *
0

= mcaTt

Tow the overall transfer coefficients can be related

to the individual phase transfer coefficients in the

following manner:

cwE, +
cwi - CT*

1

TT

it

- ^ M(C
Oi

- c0)
OH'

1%1

rt. it
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the same development for yields:
U

1 1 1

r17,0
1-0C

(4)

It is important to note that these relations

hold only for linear ecuilibrium conditions. One

should realize that, while the individual phase transfer

coefficients are inder)endent of the concentration

driving force, the overall coefficients will vary with

the driving force if a nonlinear eouilibrium relation

exists.

E. Characteristics of Individual Transfer Coeff icients

Up to this point, the individual phase transfer

coefficients have been Flossed over, however, considerable

theoretical work has been done in this area. In particular,

the penetration models proposed by Danckwerts
6

and 9iP7bie

seem to provide the most reasonable expressions for the

convective transfer coefficient. In essence, the

penetration theory is modeled upon the idea that elements

of fluid are transported from the turbulent core to the

surface where unsteady-state mass transfer occurs.

Then, these elements are swept away and replaced by



fresh elements from the turbulent core. Several

resresearchers
i , ,

u
have experimentally confirmed this

model.

Danckwerts defined the convective transfer coefficient

in the followin7 manner:

where D is the molecular diffusivity of the transferring'

component; it is dependent on the Physical properties

of both the diffusing component and the liouid phase

throu7h which the diffusion is occurrina The value s

is characteristic of the rate of surface renewal for a

given nhase. Note that s is dependent on the rate of

mixing for turbulence) within the phase under consideration.
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I . E U I E'N T

The mixing cell used in this study of overall

mass transfer coefficients was a modification of the

gradientless contactor developed by Levenspiel and

11
Godfrey- . These researchers showed how a steady-state

contactor could be used to investigate gas-licuid mass

transfer with chemical reaction. The final design for

the linuid-licuid contactor is shown in Figure 3.

7cuipment Description

The upper and lower cell walls of the contactor

were constructed from two segments of glass Pipe,

appoximately 4 in. i.d. One end of the pipe was flanged

while the other was attached to an end plate. Two

three-blade, propellar-type agitators were located

axially about 0.5 in. from the end plates in both the

upper and lower cells. The water phase entered the

lower cell through a 0.25 in. port in the bottom plate,

and left through a 0.5 in. port also in the bottom

Plate, but separated from the inlet port by the pro-

pellar. The outlet port led to a simple overflow

level controller. A similar set-up for the upper cell

was constructed, however the outlet was simply an

overflow open to the atmosphere.
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FIGURE 3 Diagram of the steady-state contactor.



To promote bulk mixing in the two cells, four 0.31 in.

wide baffles running the full length of both cells were

equally spaced around the vessel walls. In addition to

these baffles, four static baffles were placed in a

cross arrangement on the top and bottom end plates,

beneath the stirrers, to eliminate any liquid vortexing.

The interface plates were constructed from 0.08 in.

thick Lucite sheets, having various numbers of 0.5 in.

holes so as to give roughly 40 and 20 per cent open area.

The hole layout was arbitrary, but symmetrical.

B. Comparison of Steady-State Contactor
with Conventional Lewis Cell

Test studies of convective transfer coefficients

between two turbulent liquid phases have been conducted

with the Lewis cell or a modified version of it. The

contactor used in this study is somewhat different. A

pictorial comparison of the two cells is shown in

Figure y.

The primary difference between the two mixing cells

lies in the fact that a Lewis cell is a batch operation,

such that the concentration driving force varies with

time of operation. The gradientless contactor, on the

other hand, eventually reaches a steady-state operation

after an initial transient Period. In other words,
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interfacial
plate

baffles

impeller

--water flow

FIGURE 4. Pictorial comparison of the Lewis cell and a
steady-state contactor.
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the (driving force remains constant. This difference is

manifested in the ecuations used for calculation of the

overall transfer coefficient from experimental measure-

ment. In the Lewis cell,

where A is the interfacial area, is the volume of

the water phase, and t is the time of operation.

the steady-state contactor,

r.-
-OW

Y;
c-,~1

Note that an integration is required in the transient

case, and, if the ecuilibrium relation is nonlinear, the

esuation becomes very messy.

The flow system reouires control of more variables

and eq inment, however it also has some advantages.

In the Lewis cell, sampling must be done by a syringe and

caution must be taken not to disturb the interface.

Also, only a small sample can be extracted, otherwise

the transfer Process will be disturbed. The steady-

state flow system, however, allows sampling to be con-

ducted on the outlet flows, thereby not disturbing the

transfer takinc place in the cell. The size of the



sample is not limited as in the case of the Lewis cell.

_ !SG, tle steay-state contactor allows a particular

driving force to be maintained over a long period of

time, to assure an accurate calculation of the overall

transfer coefficient.

On the other hand, the design of the Lewis cell is

much more likely to produce a uniform turbulence than

is the 7radientless contactor. The batch operation also

recuines lesser amounts of the licuid phases and the

transerrinfT component.

in the study of simple licuid-licuid mass transfer

systems, both the Lewis cell and the steady-state

contactor _live comparable results. The r-radientless

contactor, however, is superior for the study of mass

transfer with chemical reaction. Godfrey showed how

the steady-state contactor could be used to discover the

10
reaction re.:7-imes that control in a qas-lic'Jid reaction.

The same type of studies could be continued with the

steady-state contactor in looking at liquid - liquid

mass transfer with chemical reaction.



Un'ortunately, the ternary systems available

for this study were severely limited by the construction

materials chosen for the steady-state contactor. It

was originally hoped that a system similar to one

previously studied wIth a Lewis cell could be used to

,-et a direct comparison between the two types of

contactors. However, the Lucite material and the

epoxy cement were attacked by a wide variety of organic

compounds, especially oxygenated compounds. Only

long-chained, saturated hydrocarbons were found to be

satisfactory for any extensive study.

The particular system chosen was kerosene, benzoic

acid, and water. The various physical rroperties

of the three components are summarized in Table I.

Kerosene is primarily composed of C
11

and 012 molecules.

An industrial-grade kerosene was used, and no attempt

was made to increase its purity. Distilled water was

used for the other phase. The benzoic acid was obtained

from chemical stores in a crystalline form.

Note from Table I that benzoic acid is not very

soluble in water. It was observed during the study

that at the higher concentrations, a cloudy solution

was obtained, possibly indicating a super-saturated

solution.
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Component lercsene Water Senzoic
Acid

)(i - viscosity
(centr,ose)

Specific gravity

7olecular weight

E.11

0.77

=160

1.0

1.0

1 e 1.22

Solubi7ty of
Senzoic acid very

soluble 0.2721100g H2C

One very important aspect of any mass transfer

study is the condition of the interface during mass

transfer. Several different phenomena-
11 can possibly

occur. In particular, interfacial turbulence can cause

considerable variation in ex-oerimental results. During

the operation of the steady-state contactor, no interfacial

turbulence was noted. Further, a similar system to

the one in this study (transferring succinic acid)3

was shown, through various tests, to be interfacially

stable. Therefore, it was felt that inter-racial

disturbances were not a major factor.

Analysis of the acid concentrations was obtained

by titration with 0.01- usin7 phenolphthalein as
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an indicator. it was found that both the organic

phase and the water phase could be titrated. However,

ttratn7 the on7anic phase was much more difficult,

and the results were not as easily reproduced as those

obtained with the water phase.
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Experimental Procedure

2he experi7ental work in this study consisted

r,rimarily of some 60 separate 'runs' of the contactor.

The .-'ollowin,77 is a descrirtion of the parameters involved

and the experimental procedure used in conducting

those runs.

With the flow-type contactor, there are several

control variables to be considered; orFanic and water

mixinF rates, their flow rates, the interfacial area

available for transfer, the direction of mass transfer,

and the maFnitude of the concentration driving force.

In this study, the flow rates were kept constant and

approximately ecual (within nine per cent) at about

0.067 ft3/hr. This was necessary because higher flow

rates did not permit a large enough difference between

inlet and exit concentrations, resulting in flux

calculations subject to larFe error. Lower flow rates

led to increased residence time in the contactor, which,

in turn, made the transient state last longer before a

steady-state condition was reached. The flow rate of

0.067 ft'/hr Faye a residence time of about 20 minutes

for both phases. Several preliminary runs showed that
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stn three residence time perios, or about one hour,

a steady-state condition was obtained.

The concentration range of the benzoic acid varied

fru'''. 0.moles /ft" down to zero for both phases. The

choice of this ranee was eonewhot arbitrary; however,

at hi=7her concentrations it becPme increas,ing7lv

to act a uniform water solution.

In order to act the largest concentration driving

force, and thereby the most mass transfer, ore of the

_islet phases was always devoid of benzoic acid. This

also made control of the Process easier, since both of

the stor=,g.e reservoirs were recuired to be at uniform

concentrations.

'run' consisted of first filling the lower cell

of the contactor with water to the interface plate.

The water flow rate was then adjusted to approximately

0.067 ft',/hr. 7'7ext, the organic phase was allowed to

flow into the top cell. The cell was designed such that

the kerosene flowed down the vessel wall to prevent it

from plunin=, into the water phase, and thereby possibly

strandin some of the organic licuid in the water.

As the kerosene entered, the interface was maintained

at the interfacial plate by the level controller. When

the top cell filled, and the kerosene began to overflow

through the top outlet, the organic flow rate was
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adjusted to approximately 0.067 ft-Ynr. At this point,

the stirring motors were turned on and set at their

desired rates. adjustments were then made on the

level of the interface and both flow rates. .easurement

of the flow rates was conducted by directing the outlet

flows into 100m1 7,-aduated cylinders over a two-minute

period.

Samples were collected from both outlets every

15 minutes for about an hour and 15 minutes. The water

phase samples were then titrated during the interval

between samplings to check on the system's progress

towards a steady state. Fifure 5 represents the outlet,

and therefore the bulk, concentration change for a

typical run. In the particular case depicted, benzoic

acid is trans-rerring from the water phase to the organic.

Generally, a run was continued until two consecutive

samplings gave the same titration results.

.L ter a run was complete, the machine was shut down

and drained. Samples of both the inlet flows were

collected, and a careful titration was carried out on

both the inlet and final outlet samples. If the inlet

concentration of benzoic acid varied significantly

between the start and finish of a run, then the results

were discarded.
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FIGURE 5. The system's approach to a steady-state
condition for mass transfer from the

water to the kerosene.



_D. Calculation of the Overall :ass 'Transfer Coefficient

The calculation of the overall mass transfer

coefficient comes directly from the experimentally

measured values. As an example, when benzoic acid was

t_:ansferre from the water phase to the organic phase,

the followin7 ecuation hold-:

Once the system has reached a steady-state condition,

which is the flux of benzoic acid, can be determined in

the following manner:

(cw - cW
outlet

) (water flow)

(interfacial area)

A check on this value can be obtained by doing the same

calculation, only with respect to the organic phase.

The outlet concentration of the water phase (c. outle±)

is also c, . Once the outlet organic concentration (c O3)
03

is determined, c,* is obtained from the eouilibrium

relation for the system.

The same type of calculation is used to obtain the

overall transfer coefficient with respect to the organic

driving force.
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The followin=, section discusses how the system

1araTetens -oresented in this section were varied, and

what trne of results were obtained.



VI. RESULTS

The results of this study can be divided into five

sections. The first section looks at the ecuilibrium

relation of the system. It was necessary to establish

this relation before work with the contactor could be

started. The following four sections involve data

collected using the steady-state contactor. In each of

these sections, one particular system parameter was

varied while the other variables were maintained constant.

The following graphs and tables reflect the effect of

that variable on the overall mass transfer coefficient.

A. Ecuilibrium

The equilibrium data determined experimentally

are plotted in the graph in Figure 6. The procedure for

obtaining the data was fairly simple. Treasured quantities

of kerosene and water were placed in a separatory funnel.

Initially, only one phase contained benzoic acid. By

shaking the funnel for several minutes, equilibrium

distribution of the benzoic acid between the phases

could be attained. The temperature of the mixture was

taken, the phases were separated, and the concentrations

were determined by titration. By varying the initial

amount of benzoic acid, different ecuilibrium values
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were determined. The circled data represent the transfer

of benzoic acid from the water phase to the organic

phase in order to reach ecuilibrium, while the boxed

data represent transfer in the opposite direction.

The ecuilibrium relation obtained is obviously

nonlinear, however, the distribution curve can be

approximated (within experimental error) by the eouation

c = 0.53 (9)

where c and c refer to the benzoic acid concentration
0

in the water and organic phases, respectively (units--

moles/ft 3
).

This relation, as will be shown later on, is

extremely fortunate, for it permits additional analytical

evaluation of the mass transfer data.



3. Variation of the =ixing Rates

The primary emphasis in this study of transfer

coefficients involved the effect of the mixing rates in

the two phases. The results obtained are shown in

Figure 7. The overall mass transfer coefficient is

plotted as a function of the mixing rate (=s).

While these runs were conducted, all other variables

were kept constant except for the mixing rate. Note

that the mixing rate in both phases is the same.

The circled and boxed data represent the overall

transfer coefficient with respect to the water concen-

tration driving force ), however, the two sets of

data refer to transfer in opposite directions.
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C. Variaton of the Concentration Driving Force

Figures 8 and 9 show the results obtained in this

portion of the study. Note that Figure E is a plot

of versus the water concentration driving force
OW

for transfer in both di'rections. Tf transfer is from

the water phase to the organic, the driving force is

(C - C *). -1-"F transfer is in the opposite direction,

the driving force is (n.* - c .) Figure 9 shows the

overall transfer coefficient with respect to the organic

driving force, . Only transfer from the organic
CO

phase to the water phase is shown.

Wh:le the driving force was varied, the mixing

rate in both phases remained constant at 185 RF7's.
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driving force (mixing rate - 185 RPM'S).
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- 06-
'

4-1

00 .04-

.02-

I I I I

.2 .3 .4
Organic concentration driving force,

c0B - co* (mol/ft3)

FIGURE 9. The overall transfer coefficients (K00) as a

function of the organic driving force for

transfer from the kerosene to the water

(mixing rate - 185 RPM's).
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D. 7arHaton of the 7ixin Rate in Only One Phase

In this section, one phase was maintained at a mixi=

rate of 160 FTT's, while the other phase was first run

at 210 tRP7's and then at 100 PPT7's. This variation was

conducted for each phase in both directions of transfer.

The concentration driving force was maintained constant

duri_r7 these runs. The results are sunmarized in mable II.

TALE II. EFFECT OF NAFIATION OF NIXING RATE IN
ONLY ONE PHASE

transfer from the water phase to the organic phase-

0 =,P7 herosene FP7: -OW
(4"t/hr) LK

OW

160 210 0.089 > n1

160 100 0.073

210 160 0.099 > 0.026
100 160 0.073

-For transfer from the oranic phase to the water phase-

Kerosene RP7. Koo (ft/hr)

160

1Kn
.,.-,

220

100

225

100

160

160

0.068

0.055

0.072

0.048

> 0.013

> 0.02i



F. variation of the Transfer Area

The final section of study was conducted to Observe

the effect of varying the transfer area. An interface

plate with half the area of the plate used during most

of this study was flaced in the contactor (see Figure

Bosh 's had similar concentration driving forces

and mixing rates of about 1S5 Only transfer

from the water phase to the organic phase was investigated.

The overall transfer coefficients appearing in Table III

show the results of the change in the transfer area.

TABLE 71-7 EFFECT OF VARIATION 07 TRANS77R AREA
ON OVERALL TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Area of Transfer Flux

(4,n2)

2.55

(moles/ft 2 hr)

C.0352

C.05,*e

0.03-6

(ft/hri

C

0.09C



II. DiSrUSSIC:,'

When analyzing any experimental results, it is

desirable to first determine if the magnitude of the

values calculated is reasonable. This poses a problem

here, as no previous work was found that dea7t with a

steady-state, licuid-li nuid contactor. The Lewis cell,

however, generates the same type of values, and the data

for many ternary systems have been published using this

type of enuipment. Although the Particular type of

system used in this study was not located in a literature

search, the results of many similar systems can be

compared, at least on the basis of magnitude, to

determine if the overall transfer coefficients fall in

the same range.

For instance, J.B. Lewis 1 studied several ternary

systems that consisted of water and organic Phases.

His overall transfer coefficients (Y. ) for various

mixing rates ranged from O.OPb ft/hr to 0.236 ft/hr.

While no direct comparison can be made, the results of

this study depicted in Figure 0 show the transfer

coefficients to be of the same magnitude. A more recent

paper3, which looked at the system water-succinic acid-

n-butanol, reported I s values of 0.11 ft/hr for transfer

from the water Phase, and 0 .10L ft/hr for transfer from



the oranic phase. With the same mixina rate of 190 RFT'

Fiq.ure 7 (the steady-state contactor) shows transfer

coefficient values of 0.09L ft/hr for transfer from the

water phase and.0.090 ft/hr for transfer from the or,T7anc

phase. These two ternary systems are cuite similar,

and, as hope, the results are comparable.

2o continue the analysis of the data, it is necessary

to return to the theory previously developed for inter-

phase mass transfer. Recall that the overall transfer

coefficient can be written in two forms, demendin on

which 17inp- force is considered:

ow (cw-3 -

or )

If a linear ecuilibrium curve exists for the system,

then the overall coefficients can be related to the

in;vidual transfer coefficients for each phase in the

following manner:

and

1 1 m
ko

1

KOO

Unfortunately, the ecuilibrium curve for the water-

benzoic acid-kerosene system is nonlinear. However, the



fact that the curve can be fitted by the scuare-root

relationship

n =
0

71%

(c)

allows mathematical developments similar to the ones

carried out for linear ecuilibrium relations. Followir=7

the same tune of manipulations as shown in the theory

section,

k7t1

1 1

O. (C 2 - CC)2)
02 3

'3'53 'OBI) coi 2 co32
+

NA

1 0.53 (coi - co,)
=

NrA

1 1
7,1

Col
2 Col

1

1
2Cci

1 1 n.5.3 (10)= +
1 1

2KUI kw k0 (c-. + co- )



:ow, for the overall organic transfer coefficient,

-CM

C - Cr.,; C
Ci

- ce

=

=

3.56 (c2 c2\,- )

1 3.56 +

1 7.56 (c )

:ote that bath overall transfer coefficients are related

to the individual transfer coefficients, the bulk phase

concentration, and the interfacial concentration.

The results in Figure 7 were obtained by varying

the mixing rate, but leaving the concentration driving

force constant. In reference to ecuations (10) and (11),

the concentration terms are constant and only the

individual transfer coefficients are changing with the

mixing rate. The individual transfer coefficients were

shown to be defined by the ecuation

(8)



The diffusivit:i remains constant throughout the stufv, so

s, the rate of surface renewal, is the value affected

by the change in the mixin,=: rate. Davies
2

showed that

s varies exponentially with the mixing rate, which

indicates that the individual and overall tra er

coefficients should increase with increased mixi

The concave unward curve shown in Figure 7, then, is to

be expected. lodfr v showed the same tyre of results

for g-as-licuid systems in a steady-state contactor.

Tt is impossible to check the specific cua tities

in reigure 7 utilizing ecuations (10) and (11) because

the diffusivities, the interfacial concentrations, and

the rate of surface renewal are unknown.

another observation of the data in Fisure 7 might

lead one to propose that the overall transfer coefficients

are the same for transfer in either direction. This

conclusion can not be made, however, because the driving.

forces and interfacial concentrations involved may be

considerably different. The overall transfer coefficient

is dependent upon the specific conditions under which it

is determined. So, for transfer occurring- in opposite

directions, the operating. conditions may relate to

entirely different Portions of the equilibrium curve.

;then the concentration driving force was varied
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while keepin,g the mixing rate constant, a more interestr1m

set of data was generated. Finures 8 and show these

results. 7eferring again to ecuations (10) and (11)

for the overall transfer coefficients, if the mixing

rates are constant, then, theoretically, the indi7idual

transfer coefficients should remain constant. Only the

interfacial and bulk concentrations will vary with a

decreasing drivinM force. As stated before, the inter-

facial concentration is unknown, however, if a ratio of

the individual transfer coefficients is assumed

(k
0' '

then eouation (3) states that

- di

co3 - coi
(3)

As depicted in Figure 1, this allows one to locate the

interfacial concentrations from the eouilibrium curve.

Values for the individual transfer coefficients can then

be assumed such that a, theoretical curve can be fitted to

the data. This was done for various assumed ratios

of 10
--'

for the transfer of acid in both directions.-:,
The solid lines appearing in Figures 10 and 11 show the

results of this tyre of analysis. One should realize

that these are fitted curves, and that different

assumed values of the individual transfer coefficients

would move the curves either or down. 'he shape of
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Water concentration driving force,
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FIGURE 10. Theoretically fitted curves to the experi-
mentally determined overall transfer
coefficients (Kow) for transfer from the

water to the kerosene.
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FIGURE 11. Theoretically fitted curves to the experi-
mentally determined overall transfer
coefficients (K00) for transfer from the

kerosene to the water.



the curves, in general, reflect the shape of the data

gonerpted. A ratio value of = 1)) seems to

reflect the best fit.

ri le the ratio was arbitrarily assumed in the

above analysis, a theoretical value of the ratio can be

estmated. Several neoP1 have shown that the

individual transfer- coefficients can be related to their

diffusivities in the following manner:

0

The ratio of c,iffusivities may be estimated by

using the 'lilke-Ch2n7 eouation for the diffusion of

(12)

non-electrolytes in licuids. This leads to the following

ecuation:

TO ( Yo
(19)

where 7 and are the molecular weights of the two

phases, /4. is the viscosity of each phase, and I

is the association parameter for each solvent (

and = 1). Table 1 gives the necessary information
0

for this calculation. Plugging the apProrriate values



into the ecuation results in

hence,

D,
= 0.2 ',-

C

The fitted curve for this ratio of the individual

transfer coefficient is shown with a dashed line in

'inures 10 and 11. Note that this curve does not seer

to fit as well as the curve 7enerated by a 1:1 ratio.

It was discussed earlier why the overall transfer

coefficients for transfer in orposite directions can

not be compared. The individual transfer coefficients,

on the other hand, are not restricted in the same manner;

they are inc'ependent of the concentration drivin7 force.

Therefore, the k and k values 7enerated by the fitted
C

curves in Finures 10 and 11 can be compared for the

transfer in different directions. It was noted that the

individual transfer coefficients were 25 to 30 per cent

lower when transfer was from the organic rhase to the

water :phase, as opposed to the transfer taping place in

The c-c-coste direction. Others have observed this

scheno-lenon, as well. The difference could possibly

be attribute:', to the surfactants which collect at the

interface.



Table 2 (located in the previous section) shows

the results to fined when the mxi.r rate in only one

phase was varied while the mixin= rate of the other

tease ::'as E.,rt constant. ,_11 other factors remained

sar-le, so only the ',.rdvidual transfer coefficients

were affeete . :he si=ificant values ,7enerated Iron

this portion of the study are the arc.
00

7alues. Tt is -imno tant to realize that the c.reatest

chart, -es in the overall transfer coefficient occurred when

the water mi):in,7 rate was chanced. Tn terms of re,sistance,

ths would nc,7cate that the water phase resistance

is larer than the or.77anc Phase resistance.

heoretioally, +he ratio of ko/ku is, in essence,

a ratio of resistances. For example, if the water chase

resistance controls the transfer Process, is snail and,

therefore, 0/1- is lar5-,e. However, the ,ilk.-Chan,77

relation led to a value of 0.5 for which would
ft

indicate that the or7anic -chase resistance should be the

larF-est resistance for a kerosene-water system. Tn

other words, theory Predicts that the greatest chane

in the overall transfer coefficient should occur when

the nixing rate in the or7anic chase is chanced.

subtle concept "lust be considered, however,

before reachin ths conclusion. Then The rjxin7 rate

in one phase is increased, the other Phase is affected,



because the turbu-lerce is trars7ltten across the nter-

face. 7n orer to account for this interaction, it is

necessary to refer to a recent rarer s ProchL,ka

anc: S. These authors developed an eouaticn

for the transfer coefficient which mathe7a-

tica,.1v re:lates the rate of surface renewal for two

tu.-b lent lnujd -chases in a Lewis cell. Thc,

function, U, is the rate of surface renewal as a

ction of enersy dssibated in both chases and the

bh scal -croberties of each phase:

- &ft E 5,;
1 Ai S"),Orft 34 4 5, .)-Y75

(

The values for the densities and kinematic viscosities

of water and kerosene can be obtained from several

sources. The function cancan be reduced such that it

depends on anda
C3 21'

=[(7710 sec /ft2)/ + (B1140 sec/ft2 )

The ener.ay dissipated in each Phase is directly

related to the mixin,27 rates, With the above ecuation,

it is clear that chanfr.inq the orc_ranic mixing rate

(i.e. E. ) should still have the greatest effect on

the surface renewal rate, . Therefore, as shown



by the resistance study, the overall transfer coefficient

should vary the most with a change in the organic

wixin g rate. So, while theory predicted that the orcanic

phase should have the largest resistance, experimentally

it appeareH that the water phase had the larcest resis-

tance.

The reason for this chance in resistance appears to

stem from the design of the interfacial Plate. FiFure 12

shows a side view of the interface as it existed in The

contactor. The interface between the kerosene and the

water formed a curved surface due to the difference in

their surface tensions. While experimental runs were

conducted, this curvature was kept at a minimum, but

it could not be eliminated entirely or else the interface

was lost. It can be seen that any sized eddies eminatInF

from the turbulent core of the organic phase could come

in contact with the water/kerosene interface, Larce

eddies, in particular, may cause complete replacement

of the linuid surface and may induce mass transfer

simply by their force of impact at the interface.

On the water side of the contactor, the large eddies

have difficulty in reachin7 the surface because they

must first pass through the holes in the interfacial

plate. In fact, this "screening." effect Probably

produced a much more uniform eddy near the interface



':erosenn
(Organic: Phase)

TOT 1

Water Phase interfacial
Plate

The curvature of the water/kerosene interface
in the steady-state contactor.

on the water side. Therefore, the shift in the resistane

to transfer from theory to experiment seems plausible.

The final section of experimental results, Table 7,

shows that when only the interfacial area is chan,7ed,

the overall transfer coefficient remains the same. This

result is to be expected.

Despite the resistance discrepancy, the overall

results of this study compare favorably with the work

of other researchers and agree very closely with

theoretical expectations.
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r T i-,M7 T

1) steady-state, lfidulicuid contactor was con-

structed for the study of interphase mass transfer.

or ternary systems in pants.cular, this contactor

simmlifie rone of the analytjcal -croblems encountered

with a conventional Lewis cell.

2) The exnerimrtal results obtained from the steady-

state contactor with a ternary system ar7reed well with

theory. The ma7ntude of these results also compared

favcra-r, 7 wfth experimental values obtained with

similar systems in the Lewis cell.

he most im7Dortant value of the steady-state contactor

lies in its ability to study mass transfer coupled with

chemical reaction.



D,L,TIOFS

If it is :-.;esired to continue work with this type

of contact r, several i ore ements should be made.

The cell in this study was constructed of both

glpss, with an enomy cement as the binding

material. tested the System section, Mary

:;2

organic l i ill attack the Lucite and epoxy cement.

Therefore, it is recommended that the cell should be

constructed entirely of glass or possibly have a glass-

coatstl interior. This will allow a much greater ran_e

of systems to be studied.

To obtain more uniform turbulence, more baffles,

and Possibly screens around the impellers, are necessary.

The Discussion section noted that the resistance to

mass transfer switched from tile organic phase to the

water chase due to the screening effect of the interfacial

screen-and-baffle system around the impeller

will generate smaller and more uniform eddies and

possibly eliminate this effect. this modification

of the contactor will allow greater mixing rates by

stabilizing the interface.

The fact that, curved surfaces formed at the openings

in the interfacial plate, which altered the mass transfer

-.!harpcteristi_cs, indicates that the interfacial plate

should Uc si.. Ue redesigned.
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Glossary of 7°1=-4

- intrfacial transfer area (ft
2

)

c - concentration of benzoic acid (mol/ft')

D - diffusion coefficient (ft`/hr)

- overall mass transfer coefficient (ft/hr)

- mass transfer coefficient (ft/hr)

- rolecular weic.ht

- slope of equilibrium curve; constant

- flux of a given component

s - surface renewal rate (1/hr), Danckwerts model

t - time of operation
-11

- volume (ft-)

4:- rate of energy dissipation per unit mass of liquid

(ft2/sec)

dynamic viscosity (ibm/fthr)

kinematic viscosity (ft-2 /hr)

y- density (lbm/ftl)

01>_ association parameter

T- rate of surface renewal (lAec), FrochLka and
BuliCka model

SubscriPts

- component undergoing transfer (refers to benzoic acid

throughout most of the paper)

- bulk phase

i - interface

- phase j



S'Thscr-cts (cont.)

n - phase n

C - or,7anic phase (kerosene)

- water phase

_ 1-e-rp,s to ecuilibrium curve



Data

Calculation of the overall transfer coefficients:

77,cuation

-u0
0

c
0
*

Direction of Transfer

water to kerosene

kerosene to water

kerosene to water

Flux calculation at a steady-state condition:

(c-inlet coutlet)( flow)

(interfacial area)

Interfacial area calculation (for the interfacial plate

used durinF the majority of the study):

The plate contained 2c holes, each 0.5 in. in diameter.

1r2

interfacial area = 2
(0.5

2
in )

= L.91 in2

= 0.0341 ft
2

Units for the terms in the transfer eouations:

Term

-OW, 'TO

cw---,o 003

0-*

Units

ft/hr

mol/ft2hr

mol/-Ft3

mol/ft-'
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I. Effect of rixing Pate on Overall Transfer Coefficient*

-For transfer from

7:ixing Rate for
both phases (RPr)

W B

water to

-w

kerosene-

N
A OW

280 .447 .081 .058 .159

250 .453 .085 .053 .143

215 .467 .075 .044 .111

tPo .464 ,070 .037 .093

140 .473 .063 .029 .072

110 .473 .063 .028 .067

40 .470 .044 .017 .039

-For transfer from kerosene to water-

rixing Rate for

both phases (R171) CW*
cWB NA

'OW

(average)

220 .361 .019 .036 .105

190 .366 .016 .031 .089

150 .365 .015 .027 .077

115 .366 .012 .021 .059

* Data plotted in Figure 7.



TT, Variation of the Concentration Drivinc Force
!hfle the 7:1x1n,,,. Fate Remains Constant

at 185 FP7.'s,,

-For transfer from water to

NA

kerosene-

.2-',6
ne,

.u----,

..

.029

,,,
....)4.,,

.091

.090

.0E7

.20 .050 .018 .00

.720 043 .013 .072

.162 -.071
nn7 .0g,2)

.121
.0L6

-For transfer from kerosene to water-

l'\ ,

26 .016 .071 .089

.371 .01,4 .026 .087

.303 .012 .022 .076

.277 .010 .C18 . ....)o...:
n/2

.247 .008 .016 .068

.215 .007 .014 .066

.184 nn4
..J,J.,. .011 .064

Data Plotted in Fires E and ,9



fr.

-For transfer fram kerosene to water-

U

n'1.1 r,"

.390 .025 .050

.72-6 an .C22 .06E

.266 .26C.

.016

.164 .2E,4

.120 01-0 .011 .025



III. 'ariation of the 7ixin,g. Fate in Only One Fhase*

-ater

-For transfer from water to keosene-

;_erosene

150 210 ,i4,65 .06? .026

160 100, .462 .06!:, .02c?

210 150 .461 .000

100 160 .L6E .O6- .020

-For transfer from kerosene to water-

'.ter Ferosere CC B
c *
0

NA
K00

f''F7 RP7

160

160

220

100

225

100

160

140

)',,' r,
..*

.,477

,..-
. 0

,r,- 0

.--0

ev n

0

.07,2

.026

.03:3

.02:3

.060

.

.002

17. 7ariation of Transfer Area

irea is now chanced to 2.55 in2, one-half of the original

area.

Fate for
both phases (FT-7) C. C1,

105 Li

* These data a-ctear in Table II.

** These data smear in Table III.

Kel.()r, LI

.050

n.077


